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Abstract: Architecture principles affect a software system holistically. Given their alignment with 1

a business strategy, they should be incorporated within the validation process covering aspects 2

of sustainability. However, current research discusses the influence of architecture principles on 3

sustainability in a limited context. Our objective is to introduce a reusable process for monitoring and 4

evaluating the impact of architecture principles on sustainability from a software architecture perspec- 5

tive. We seek to demonstrate the application of such a process in professional practice. A qualitative 6

case study was conducted in the context of a Dutch airport management company. Data collection 7

involved the case analysis and the execution of two rounds of expert interviews. We (i) identified a 8

set of case-related Key Performance Indicators, (ii) utilized commonly accepted measurement tools, 9

and (iii) employed graphical representations in form of spider charts to monitor the sustainability 10

impact. The real-world observations were evaluated through a concluding focus group. Our findings 11

indicate that architecture principles are a feasible mechanism to address sustainability across all 12

different architecture layers within the enterprise. The experts considered the sustainability analysis 13

valuable in guiding the software architecture process towards sustainability. With the emphasis on 14

principles, we facilitate industry adoption by embedding sustainability in existing mechanisms. 15

Keywords: software architecture; architecture principles; software sustainability; case study 16

1. Introduction 17

Increasing global concerns about climate change have raised interest in environmental 18

sustainability in various research disciplines and industry sectors. The aviation sector, 19

for instance, has been actively shifting to greener practices. A 2013 report found that the 20

majority of European aviation players anticipate the impact of climate change on their 21

operations by 2050 [1]. As a consequence, the Royal Schiphol Group1,2, which is responsible 22

for managing Amsterdam’s Schiphol Airport, announced their vision for 2050 as "create 23

the world’s most sustainable airports" [2]. 24

In approaching the concept of sustainability, we recognize the United Nations’ fun- 25

damental definition as the "environment’s ability to meet present and future needs" [3]. 26

This global perspective has led to the emergence of the Sustainability Development Goals 27

(SDGs)3 as worldwide targets, along with actionable indicators to measure progress on a 28

global scale. However, for industries that focus on specific impacts and outcomes, a more 29

targeted approach is needed. In this regard, Wynn and Jones [4] uncover "an issue about 30

how companies report their progress in addressing the SDGs", noting that "there is no 31

generally agreed framework for companies to report on the SDGs". Reporting becomes 32

particularly important in light of the enforced Corporate Sustainability Reporting Directive 33

1 Royal Schiphol Group - https://www.schiphol.nl/en/schiphol-group/. accessed: 2024-01-30.
2 In our study referred to as the Schiphol Group.
3 SDGs - https://sdgs.un.org/goals. accessed: 2024-03-01.
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(CSRD) by the EU in 2023 [5]. The CSRD sets high reporting standards for sustainability 34

information for a wide range of companies. These requirements, together with the strategic 35

sustainability goals defined by companies, identify the need to strengthen and monitor 36

sustainability in an industrial context [6]. Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) have proven 37

to be a useful tool for continuously monitoring project performance [7,8] and can provide 38

the necessary feedback on whether strategic sustainability goals are being achieved [6, ch.4]. 39

We therefore use KPIs to facilitate a systematic approach measuring sustainability in the 40

context of software architecture. 41

Software architecture is defined as a major part of the software engineering discipline. 42

It is described as a process organizing components to form an overarching system [9] and is 43

the foundation "to reason about the system" [10, p.4]. In practice, software architecture is a 44

process that affects an enterprise holistically, and thus emerges on different business layers 45

as: (i) enterprise, (ii) application and data, and (iii) technology architectures [11]. A strategic 46

transformation, like the vision of the Schiphol Group for 2050, requires instruments on all 47

these layers to steer decisions towards the future. Within software architecture, principles 48

are an instrument to fill in the gap between the different layers, i.e., between the high-level 49

strategic objectives and the specific design and implementation decisions [12]. Principles 50

provide underlying rules and guidelines for realizing the strategic objectives [11,12]. In this 51

research, we use the concept of architecture principles to effectively embed sustainability 52

into the software engineering process, helping organizations achieve their strategic goals 53

for a more sustainable environment. Thanks to the close relation of principles with the 54

business layers, KPIs provide an effective mechanism to quantify the principles’ impact on 55

sustainability. Long-term observations in form of KPIs can help identifying the positive or 56

negative effects and can therefore support the software architecture process. 57

To achieve sustainable development in the first place, four sustainability dimensions 58

should be considered [13]: technical, economic, environmental, and social. However, 59

current research and industrial practice discuss software architecture and its impact mostly 60

on certain aspects of sustainability, such as environmental concerns only (e.g., [14–16]). 61

In response to the problem statements above, the main objective of this research is 62

to create a process for evaluating and monitoring the impact of architecture principles on 63

the four sustainability dimensions. In addition, we aim to illustrate the application and 64

integration of such process in professional practice. In cooperation with the Schiphol Group 65

we address this objective by executing a case study and examining potential KPIs and their 66

impact on sustainability. 67

In a previous study conducted with the Schiphol Group, Gupta et al. [17] proposed 68

the Principle, Rationale, Strategies, Measures (PRSM) model to map a software architec- 69

ture principle incorporating the four sustainability dimensions. In that work, the authors 70

focused on the theoretical background and evaluated it based on various software archi- 71

tecture principles. However, the framework was developed without relation to an actual 72

software solution and without a validation of the measures. In our present follow up study, 73

we reuse and extend this PRSM model and evaluate it on a real-world software solution. 74

The Schiphol Group is a suitable example of a large airport management company whose 75

business strategy is already positioned towards sustainable IT and which is already using 76

the sustainability framework of Gupta et al. [17] in practice. 77

Our main contributions consist of: 78

(i) a process pipeline to perform the sustainability analysis, i.e., to obtain PRSM models 79

and their extension. The pipeline associates architecture principles with sustainability 80

quality attributes, KPIs, and measurement tools to monitor them; 81

(ii) the visualization of the derived measurements in form of two types of spider charts. 82

The graphical representations can be used on the strategic, operational, and tactical 83

level to derive a principle’s performance on sustainability; 84

(iii) the application of the process pipeline and visualizations in a real-world context to 85

draw conclusions for future studies. 86
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This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides information and the necessary 87

context to help understand the background. Section 3 presents our research questions 88

and describes the research steps as well as the method we use to answer them. Section 4 89

outlines the industrial case study in detail. Section 5 documents the results of our study in 90

form of the final sustainability models, KPIs, and measurement tools. An evaluation of the 91

results is given by Section 6 in form of concrete measurements and the execution of a focus 92

group. Section 7 presents an analysis and discussion of the results and reports potential 93

threats to validity. Section 8 poses related work, and finally, in Section 9 we close the paper 94

by summarizing the results and outlining possible future research. 95

2. Background 96

Table 1. Summary of the most important concepts relevant for the study at hand.

Concept Full Name Rationale Reference

KPI Key Performance Indicator
Define measurable business objec-
tives and monitor the impact of archi-
tecture principles on sustainability.

Parmenter [8]

SMART Specific; Measurable; Achievable; Rel-
evant; Time phased

Evaluation criteria of the conditions
and relevance of a certain KPI. Doran [18]

SQ model Sustainability-Quality (SQ) Model
Captures for each sustainability-
quality concern definitions regarding
their context.

Condori-Fernandez et al. [19]

D-matrix Dependency Matrix Identifying and uncovering missing
sustainability-quality concerns. Condori-Fernandez and Lago [20]

DM Decision Map

Diagram framing and illustrating the
sustainability-relevant design- and
quality concerns and their related de-
pendencies.

Lago et al. [13]

SAF-Toolkit Sustainability Assessment Frame-
work (SAF) Toolkit

A set of instruments (D-Matrix, SQ
model, DM) to design the network of
sustainability-quality concerns at the
software architecture level.

Lago and Condori-Fernandez [21]

PRSM Principle; Rationale; Sustainability
Quality Attribute; Metric

Performs the sustainability analysis
for one concrete software architecture
principle by mapping sustainability
quality attributes and KPIs. (tool-
agnostic model)

Gupta et al. [17]

PRSM+T Principle; Rationale; Sustainability
Quality Attribute; Metric; plus Tool

Extension of the PRSM model by at-
taching tools necessary to capture con-
crete measurements for one particular
KPI. (tool-dependent model)

this present research

In this section, we present the concept of measuring business objectives, the back- 97

ground in software and sustainability, and the groundwork on which our work is based 98

on. Since we rely on a number of concepts that are relevant to this study, we provide an 99

overview of the most important concepts summarized in Table 1. 100

2.1. Key Performance Indicators 101

In large organizations, KPIs can act as a fundamental management tool identifying 102

gaps between the current situation and the aspired business and IT strategy goals, locating 103

issues, and closing gaps [8]. In our study, KPIs provide a suitable mechanism to define 104

measurable objectives and monitor the impact of architecture principles on sustainability. 105

To evaluate the conditions and relevance of a certain KPI we make use of the SMART 106

(Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant, Time phased) characteristics. The SMART 107

conditions were first introduced by Doran [18] to define effective business objectives. Ishak 108

et al. [22] document how the SMART method became a widely-used concept and evolved to 109
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a mainstream method. Beyond the SMART evaluation of KPIs, Parmenter further describes 110

seven characteristics of business KPIs [8,23] such as measurement timing or responsibilities. 111

To the best of our knowledge, there is no current research that applies the SMART method 112

or the characteristics from Parmenter on KPIs concerning software sustainability. In our 113

research, we will showcase that both concepts can be successfully used also in such a 114

context. 115

The Schiphol Group has already implemented various KPIs to continuously monitor 116

its business performance and steer its processes. As IT is an enabler, helping a business 117

to reach their business goals, the Schiphol Group has defined an IT & Data strategy 2021 118

- 2023 to support achieving their vision. In our case study, we make use of this strategy 119

to map existing goals (e.g., use re-usable standardized building blocks) and existing KPIs (e.g., 120

up-time for key platforms) on software architecture principles regarding their sustainability 121

impact. Nevertheless, we can only consider the available KPIs as preliminary, since they 122

were developed with a different objective: to fill in the technology component towards 123

the overall vision for 2050. In our research, however, we aim for balanced sustainability 124

which includes the consideration of multiple sustainability dimensions. Moreover, we 125

want to use KPIs to show how the impact on sustainability of a software system can be 126

monitored—rather than the impact of the entire Schiphol Group. Therefore, it may not be 127

possible to reuse all existing KPIs in their current form or benchmark them against existing 128

measurements. 129

2.2. Software and Sustainability 130

Sustainability has been identified as a crucial part of software [13,24,25]. Towards IT 131

sustainability, four dimensions [13] or five dimensions [25] have been identified, respec- 132

tively. As the individual, the fifth dimension represents the well-being of an individual, 133

we embed this dimension within the social sustainability dimension, and thus follow the 134

approach and definitions from Lago et al. [13], as described below: 135

• The Technical dimension includes aspects about the implementation of a system and 136

concerns about the evolution, maintenance, and long-term use of systems regarding 137

software aspects. 138

• The Economic dimension refers to business concerns as capital investment and prof- 139

itability to ensure capital. 140

• The Social dimension focuses on the concepts of embedding software systems into 141

communities (i.e., humans, groups, or organizations) to improve maintainability, trust, 142

and quality of the software users. 143

• The Environmental dimension goes beyond CO2 emissions and covers the effects of 144

our actions on the natural ecosystem and the preservation of such to ensure long-term 145

human welfare. [13,25] 146

Condori-Fernandez and Lago [20] characterize traditional quality attributes (QAs) 147

according to the ISO/IEC 25010 SQuaRE [26] standard, and identify their contribution 148

to sustainability. The output is two-fold: (i) all ISO/IEC 25010 QAs are mapped on the 149

four sustainability dimensions to create a Sustainability–Quality (SQ) model, and (ii) 150

dependencies between the QAs and dimensions are uncovered and quantified by providing 151

a set of dependency matrixes (D-matrix). The SQ model offers the possibility to express 152

QAs related to a particular software project and to define the individual characteristics 153

and impact on the sustainability dimensions. By defining the D-matrix, a QA can either 154

has a contribution in two different dimensions (inter-dependency), or it can relate to 155

a different QA within the same dimension (intra-dependency). The follow-up research 156

from Condori-Fernandez et al. [19] combines the contributions outlined above in the form of 157

the Sustainability-Quality Assessment Framework (SAF) Toolkit [21]. The SAF-Toolkit also 158

incorporates Decision Maps (DMs) [27] to provide software architects with the necessary 159

tools to holistically support decision making from a software sustainability perspective. We 160

make use of the SAF-Toolkit as part of our sustainability analysis and defining sustainability 161

QAs for architecture principles in a standardized way. 162
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2.3. PRSM Framework 163

Gupta et al. [17] proposed a framework to map software architecture principles on all 164

four sustainability dimensions. The authors redefined a strategic planning process model 165

to link architecture principles to their sustainability concerns: the OGSM model4 (Objec- 166

tive, Goals, Strategies, and Measures) was transformed into the PRSM model (Principle, 167

Rationale, Strategies, and Measures). The framework was developed to establish a balance 168

for a sustainable business and its services [17]. The Schiphol Group served as an example 169

to derive software architecture principles on enterprise, solution, and domain levels; but 170

the principles were not applied as part of a specific software solution. 171

For our research, however, the architecture principles and their analysis cannot be 172

reused, as they do not apply to our chosen case. Beyond this limitation, the work from 173

Gupta et al. [17] did not consider the ISO/IEC 25010 standard as a guideline to define soft- 174

ware quality attributes. In comparison, our work aims at elaboration on the PRSM model 175

incorporating the ISO/IEC 25010 standard. This standard is widely-used in professional 176

practice, including by the Schiphol Group. The relevance of our work is also underlined 177

by the future work suggested by Gupta et al. [17], which proposed to monitor architecture 178

principles and their KPIs to determine the impacts of design decisions made. The PRSM 179

model is therefore reused and evaluated for the first time in the context of a real-world 180

software solution. 181

3. Study Design 182

In this section we describe the method of our research and the details of the study 183

design. First, the overarching research questions are outlined. Then, the design of our study 184

is reported by discussing all three research phases. To address the overarching research 185

objective, we have derived a main research question (RQ). This RQ is further divided 186

into two sub-questions, RQ1 and RQ2, as further documented below. As this research is 187

conducted as an industrial study, we define the research questions within the context of a 188

given organisation embedded in the aviation sector. 189

RQ How can Key Performance Indicators of software architecture principles be operationalized 190

and measured concerning sustainability? 191

By answering this main RQ, we identify and evaluate options for measuring KPIs 192

continuously in an industrial context. This will enable analysing and monitoring the 193

impact of software architecture principles on the four sustainability dimensions over 194

time. 195

RQ1 What tools are accessible to measure sustainability Key Performance Indicators for software 196

solutions within a given organisation? 197

Our goal is to identify a set of tools within the portfolio of a particular organization 198

to measure KPIs in different sustainability dimensions. Since the tool portfolio is 199

available beyond a specific software solution, the tools can also be applied to other 200

solutions. It is common practice to measure KPIs in the technical and economic 201

dimensions such as the number of bugs, the code quality or the net revenue. The goal 202

is to derive tools also for the environmental and social dimensions. 203

RQ2 To what extent can the sustainability Key Performance Indicators be monitored in an automatic 204

way? 205

We use the tools identified in RQ1 to investigate whether the KPIs can be monitored 206

in an automatic way. Automation would allow continuous monitoring as well as 207

continuous evaluation of the impact over time. 208

4 The OGSM model is used in the strategic planning process to develop and document goals, strategic rationales,
and accompanying actions to achieve precise and measurable objectives [28].
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Figure 1. Overview of the Study Design.

Our research is organized in three phases. The overview of the study design is given 209

in Figure 1 with explaining the individual steps on a high level in the following. A detailed 210

examination of the steps involved are outlined in detail later on in Section 4. 211

Phase I 212

This phase is dedicated to the selection of the case under investigation. As stated in 213

the objective of this research, we aim at defining a process to measure the sustainability 214

impact of architecture principles. To that extend, we use a real-world software system 215

to develop such a process. We consider only one software system as we want to derive 216

and evaluate the process based on this case. According to Darke et al. [29], focusing on 217

one specific case allows for an in-depth investigation and thorough comprehension of the 218

desired methodology. Nevertheless, to generalize and strengthen our outcomes, additional 219

cases need to validate and confirm the findings in contexts beyond the Schiphol Group 220

[29,30]. The threats to validity in Section 7.2 discuss this in more detail. 221

To identify a suitable case for this research, we analyzed various software-intensive 222

systems according to a set of systematic evaluation criteria which will be introduced later 223

on. After the case is selected, the software system is studied in-depth. For that purpose, 224

available documentations are scrutinized to gain familiarity with the software solution and 225

to create an overview of its architecture. As main document we consider the architecture 226

definition document (ADD). However, since not all information and background details can 227

be part of such document, a second data source is used: expert interviews are conducted to 228

validate and enrich the information extracted from the ADD. 229

As every single Schiphol Group software solution is driven by more than 20 architec- 230

ture principles, we focus on the most influential ones to achieve targeted and analyzable 231

results. Consequently, Phase I organizes the software solution according to its main archi- 232

tecture tiers based on the ADD and the internal organizational structure, i.e., the project 233

teams. Once derived, the tiers are revised by the experts during the interviews. Hence, the 234

output of Phase I is one concrete case, structured by its conceptual tiers. 235

Phase II 236

We build on Phase I to determine the driving architecture principles associated with 237

one particular tier. Additionally, we aim to distill associated KPIs (potentially) in all four 238

sustainability dimensions particularly for the case under study. The proposed PRSM 239

framework from Gupta et al. [17] is used in order to conduct the sustainability analysis 240

and map the case-relevant architecture principles on all four sustainability dimensions. To 241

underline the measurement tools required to monitor the associated KPIs, we introduce a 242

dedicated column for the tools. We detach the tools (+T), as they are only an extension and 243

are not necessarily needed for the analysis of the architecture principles themselves. While 244

the PRSM model is sufficient to perform the sustainability analysis, the PRSM+T model 245

focuses on an industrial context and is necessary to monitor the architecture principles over 246

the long-term. In the remainder of our study we refer to the PRSM model as the tool-agnostic 247

model and the PRSM+T model as the tool-dependent model. 248
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The Schiphol IT & Data strategy 2021 - 2023 is consulted to identify preliminary 249

KPIs. The potential set of KPIs, together with their sustainability mapping and related 250

architecture principles, are used for a second round of expert interviews. Reviewing the 251

interview results towards suitability for the selected case, a preliminary set of KPIs and 252

measurement tools evolve. These KPIs and tools will serve as input for the final evaluation 253

phase. The methodology of research Phase II, i.e., the sustainability analysis, is concluded by 254

providing a developed Process Pipeline. Such a pipeline is essential to define a standardized 255

process for deriving a PRSM model for arbitrary architecture principles. We implemented 256

this pipeline to complement the overall study design and the work of Gupta et al. [17]. It 257

is also necessary in order to create comparable PRSM models across organizations in a 258

systematic manner. 259

Phase III 260

Finally, we evaluate the obtained results by implementing the selected tools in the 261

chosen case. Results are concrete measurements in the form of spider charts. This output 262

is meant to help software architects and researchers monitoring sustainability KPIs. The 263

measurements and visualizations serve as input for a final focus group to evaluate the 264

results based on expert knowledge. The insights allow to present sound case study results 265

along with reusable tools and KPIs. As a result, this phase provides (i) an extension of the 266

PRSM model from Gupta et al. [17] to the PRSM+T model, (ii) a set of software sustainability 267

KPIs and measurement tools, and (iii) a proposal to visualize the measurements in form of 268

spider charts. 269

4. Study Execution 270

Our research follows the guidelines from Runeson and Höst [30] for conducting and 271

reporting case study research in software engineering. Accordingly, a case study protocol 272

together with a checklist is used to document each research phase and all case study design 273

decisions [30,31]. Both are available in the online replication package5. 274

4.1. Case and Subject Selection 275

Despite the observation from Runeson and Höst [30] that the case under study is 276

usually intentionally selected, we opted for a systematic selection process to increase the 277

replicability of our single-case research. Hence, all eligible cases from the Schiphol group 278

are examined based on a list of criteria. Three criteria are derived from Runeson and Höst 279

[30] (i.e., C1 - Availability, C2 - Confidentiality, C3 - Case Size); the other three emerged 280

from experience with industrial projects and are considered only for this research purpose 281

(i.e., C4 - Development status, C5 - Relevance, C6 - Completeness). The criteria and their 282

description are outlined in the case study protocol as part of the replication package. 283

Initially, six cases are provided. As a detailed documentation of all the different cases 284

is beyond the scope of this study and would not provide valuable insights to answer the 285

research questions, only the evaluation of the actual case is presented in the online available 286

case study protocol. After applying the criteria on the software solutions, we can conclude 287

that all criteria positively contribute to the selection of the datahub platform Port Community 288

System (PCS). Only the large case size (C3) and the Proof of Concept (PoC) development 289

status (C4) of the PCS solution can be partly considered as negative aspects. However, both 290

criteria are considered to be a trade-off between (i) a wide range of available data and the 291

extensive familiarisation period, and (ii) the limited feature set and the coherence with 292

multiple architecture principles. 293

4.2. Case Description 294

The datahub platform PCS handles and integrates Cargo freight related messages 295

from and to various parties for the aviation sector. Its main goal is to prepare, create and 296

5 Replication Package - https://github.com/S2-group/MDPI_monitoring-sustainability_rep-pkg

https://github.com/S2-group/MDPI_monitoring-sustainability_rep-pkg
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keep track of the documents necessary for the transportation of goods from the shipper to 297

the consignee. All involved customers and authorities can exchange data with each other 298

and keep track of the status. The simplified architecture of the PCS solution is visualized 299

in Figure 2. All provided information about the software solution itself, its architecture, 300

and the functionalities are gathered by consulting the ADD and weekly tutorial sessions 301

with software architects. Figure 2 highlights the interaction between the customers (i.e., the 302

freighters, ground handlers, and customs) with the airport. 303

Market Portal
[Software System]

Customers
[Person]

 
e.g., Ground Handlers, 

Freighters, Customs

ASB 2.0
[Software System]

Enterprise Service Bus  
(based on Red Hat Fuse)

Communication Protocols
[Software System]

(GUI, API, MFT, Message Broker, Mail Server)

Messaging Portal
[Software System]

Event Streaming 
Platform

[Software System]

Kafka

PCS Core
[Software System]

Database
[Container: DB]

 
Azure SQL 
Master Data

Use Case
Management

[Software System]

Java Spring

Choreography
[Software System]

Business Rules
(Usoft)

interacts
[incoming msg.]

persist data
[JDBC connection]

interacts
[ext. msg]

interacts
[asynchronous msg.]

sends
[ext. msg format]

Validation
[Software System]

Business Rules
(Usoft)

interacts
[synchronous msg.]

interacts
[API]

interacts
[API]

name
[Person]

 
Description

name
[Software System]

Description

name
[type]Database

[Container: Technology]
 

Description
Description
[technology]

Person

Software 
System 
Boundary

Relation

Database

Software System 
System is build out of custom
implementations for PCS
only. 

Figure 2. PCS Solution as high-level architecture view (C4-Diagram according to Brown [32]).

The description below outlines a general flow following the components depicted 304

in Figure 2: the customer claims access to the system as it wants to create or request 305

certain data into or from the PCS system. This access is done via various interfaces 306

and communication protocols, i.e., external data formats. These protocols are (mostly) 307

implemented as architecture building blocks. By relying on building blocks, the package 308
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of functionality can be ideally (re)used across software solutions and an organization [11, 309

33]. The external data formats need to be translated into an internal data format, valid 310

specifically for the PCS solution. This translation is done at the Market Portal via the 311

Airport Service Bus (ASB). The ASB is dedicated to implementing information exchange 312

based on Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) technology. After the message has been translated, it 313

is published as an event to the Messaging Portal where event consumers can subscribe to. 314

Eventually, the message is processed by the PCS Core, responsible for outbound message 315

orchestration, use case management, validation, and the persistent data storing. 316

4.3. Case and Units of Analysis 317

According to the definition of Runeson and Höst [30], we can consider the PCS solution 318

as holistic case study with embedded units of analysis. In our research, the Schiphol Group 319

serves as the context of the case study. Three different units of analysis are embedded and 320

are examined, namely (unit #1) the tiers of the PCS solution, (unit #2) the driving software 321

architecture principles, and (unit #3) the Schiphol IT & Data Strategy 2021 - 2023 with 322

pre-defined strategic goals, metrics, and KPIs. By combining the case units of analysis, 323

we can focus on the most driving parts of a software-intensive system (unit #1), perform 324

the sustainability analysis on its architecture (unit #2), and map our findings to an actual 325

business strategy (unit #3). 326

4.4. Expert Interviews 327

Two rounds of expert interviews are executed. Interviewees are invited according to 328

their role and responsibility regarding the PCS solution (cf. Table 2). The initial contact 329

with the experts was facilitated by the fourth author of our study, who possesses a network 330

of contacts within the company and a comprehensive knowledge of each expert’s role. This 331

ensured a targeted recruitment process and enhancing the relevance of our experts to the 332

PCS solution. In total, five participants are involved, divided in four interview sessions; 333

P#2 and P#3 are interviewed at the same time as they are both key players concerning the 334

PCS architecture. The interviews are conducted to increase precision of this research and 335

are used as data triangulation to use sources beyond provided documents [30]. 336

All interviews are designed as semi-structured interviews to provide as much flexibil- 337

ity as possible, but also to obtain replicable results. A mix of open and closed questions led 338

to funnel interview sessions [30] by starting with open and broad questions and moving to 339

more specific ones. Both interview rounds are described below; the full structure including 340

all questions can be found in Appendix A. 341

Table 2. Interview partners corresponding their roles and responsibilities. ID: interviewee iden-
tifier; Role: current role of interviewee in the current company; Responsibilities: interviewee
responsibilities regarding the PCS solution; Experience: interviewee industrial experience (in years)

ID Role Responsibilities Experience

P#1 Software Architect PCS Market Portal & PCS Messaging Portal 16
P#2 Enterprise Architect General Architecture & PCS Core 32
P#3 Solution Architect General Architecture & PCS Core 27
P#4 Cyber Security Officer Governance & Security 21
P#5 Developer PCS Core & Master Data 16

In Round I we identify the driving architecture principles for the case under research. 342

Sub-objectives are to validate the previously defined tiers, gather first-hand knowledge 343

about the PCS case and its stakeholders, and assemble potential QAs for sustainability. We 344

aim to identify the driving software architecture principles concerning the selected tiers. To 345

achieve this goal, the participants get asked the following main question: 346

What architecture principle(s) would you define as driving one(s) for this specific part of 347

the PCS solution? 348
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In Round II we derive potential KPIs, gather universally valid measurement units, 349

and explore a set of available or potential tools to measure the KPIs. The main question of 350

this interview session is: 351

Regarding the PCS solution, what KPIs, metrics, and measurement tools would you 352

define as applicable to this specific architecture principle? 353

The results presented in this research, i.e., the architecture principles, QAs, KPIs, and 354

measurement tools are derived directly from the interviews. Since the experts are solely 355

responsible for their allocated role and are solely interviewed about that role, the derived 356

results can be directly attributed to the associated interviewee. Specifically, this means that 357

the use of a particular coding strategy or a qualitative analysis of the interview sessions is 358

not necessary. To address any potential gaps encountered during the interviews, available 359

documents are consulted by the researcher (i.e., the ADD and the Schiphol IT & Data 360

Strategy) and then re-evaluated in the second interview session. Such interim steps are 361

reported as intermediate results in the replication package which is publicly available. 362

4.5. Focus Group 363

As proposed by Kontio et al. [34], focus groups are a suitable tool related to the 364

evaluation phase of a research; focus groups help answer questions like "what are the 365

potential problems in using or understanding the model?". According to the authors, the 366

focus group should be organized in three steps: (i) preparation, (ii) execution, and (iii) 367

analysis. These steps are further described below. 368

Preparation 369

To follow the study design and comply with the typical size of focus groups (4-8 370

participants [34]), the same five experts interviewed in research Phase I and II are invited. 371

This selection allows the experts to collectively evaluate the isolated results of the other 372

participants from the previous interview phases. The focus group is structured in the 373

form of presentation slides. The pre-defined questions are available in Appendix A. Main 374

objective of this focus group is to: 375

Evaluate the final PRSM+T models with their measurements and their spider charts as 376

tool to visualize sustainability. 377

Execution 378

A "synchronous online focus group" [34] is conducted, which means that the partic- 379

ipants are at different places at the same time and the group is computer-mediated by 380

using Microsoft Teams as online-meeting tool. To provide a common setting, the session 381

is opened by a short summary of the research topic. After this introduction, general rules 382

(e.g., time window, audio recording, etc.) are presented. 383

Analysis 384

After finishing the focus group, the recording is transcribed, analyzed, and reported. In 385

contrast to the interviews, the aim of the focus group is to evaluate existing results. Hence, 386

only the opinions and viewpoints of the experts on the final results are essential. We applied 387

open and axial coding on the focus group transcript to achieve bottom-up coding and a 388

synthesis of the observations (i.e., inductive coding [35]). This means that no predefined 389

coding categories are applied but the categories emerged from reading the transcript [35]. 390

The procedure finally delivered four coding categories and five sub-categories as illustrated 391

in Figure 3. According to these categories, the main observations of the focus group are 392

discussed and evaluated in Section 6.3. 393
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PRSM+T Model(s)

Spider Chart(s)

Normalized Spider Chart

Familiarization time

Axis description

Benchmarking

Repetitive KPIs

Missing values

General Improvements

Figure 3. Focus Group coding categories.

5. Results 394

This section outlines the findings obtained with this research. All parts together are the 395

result of applying the process pipeline. Specifically, four independent pipeline processes 396

were performed: a separate process for each architecture principle. First, we introduce the 397

selected PCS tiers together with their mapped principles. Second, the process pipeline is 398

introduced considering three different levels of abstractions. At each level, the pipeline is 399

examined at a different granularity to increase adoption beyond our specific case. Third, 400

the developed PRSM+T model for one concrete architecture principle is explained in detail. 401

Then, the used KPIs are discussed in detail. Last, all considered measurement tools are 402

analyzed. 403

5.1. Architecture Principles 404

As described, the conceptual tiers are used to create a high-level abstraction of the 405

PCS solution. By executing research Phase I and conducting the first interview session, the 406

driving architecture principles according to these tiers were derived and are presented in 407

Table 3. Throughout our research they will be used to (i) distil sustainability QAs, (ii) map 408

KPIs, and (iii) depict suitable tools to measure the impact on sustainability. 409
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Table 3. Final set of PCS conceptual architecture tiers, their description, mapped to the selected
architecture principles and their rationale.

Tier and Description Architecture Principle and Rationale

PCS Market Portal
Offers various options (i.e., commu-
nication protocols) for customers to
communicate with the PCS solution
and send cargo related messages. The
incoming external message format
will be translated into an internal for-
mat.

"Use the Airport Service Bus (ASB) for sharing / exchanging of operational data between appli-
cations and parties where routing, filtering, data transformation (integration rules) or transport
transformation capabilities are needed."
The ASB is an integration platform as it adds functionalities to integrate two or more known
systems. ASB incorporates routing, transformation, aggregation, throttling, basic reliable
messaging and user management. However, the ASB causes more integration overhead
due to increased data exchange as the number of connected applications increases.

PCS Messaging Portal
Messages delivered via one of the
communication protocols imple-
mented at the PCS Market Portal are
processed. An incoming message
triggers the creation or an update of
the cargo case.

"SaaS goes above PaaS; PaaS goes above IaaS; IaaS goes above On-Premise."
SaaS solutions help reducing the cost and maintenance overhead of running cloud services.
The technical knowledge does not need to be at company level and can be pass to the
provider. This minimizes the risk of incidents. Nevertheless, it has to be ensured that the
cloud solution comply with the company infrastructure and can be integrated.

PCS Core
Responsible for the use-case-
management, validation, orchestra-
tion, and persistent storing of cargo
cases.

"The system is made of loosely coupled components."
Many different communication protocols are supported to deliver or request Cargo related
information. To be able to handle all kinds of communication, loosely coupled components
are necessary. For instance, the PCS Core System is implemented in sub-components and is
loosely coupled to the Business Engine which is implemented outside of the Core. Also, the
responsibilities of the components are distributed across different layers; messages are used
for communication between these layers (i.e., API).

Governance & Security
Compliance with law regulations,
Schiphol Group cyber security re-
quirements, and Schiphol Group ar-
chitecture principles to ensure secu-
rity and safety across the PCS solu-
tion.

"Always authenticate data flows and information requested by internal and external users."
The PCS implementation consists of multiple different components which need specific
authentication and authorization capabilities. By following the "need-to-know" principle,
user access controls and authorization procedures can be enforced. Its objective is to
ensure that only authorised individuals gain access to information or systems necessary to
undertake their duties.

5.2. Process Pipeline 410

To analyze the architecture principles and their impact on sustainability in a structured 411

and reproducible way, a process pipeline was implemented and is presented in this section. 412

In a first step, we describe the process on an abstract level. The abstraction reduces the 413

pipeline to the underlying concepts without specifying concrete models. This allows 414

adoption beyond the Schiphol Group, as all models can be replaced by other or similar 415

ones—as long as the purpose is preserved. In the second step, we populate the actions 416

and inputs with concrete models that will be used in our case study. In this step, we put 417

the pipeline into a tangible environment and implement it into professional practice. In 418

the final step, we conceptually tie the process pipeline into a general business context 419

and illustrate how the pipeline and its output can be integrated into the decision making 420

process. 421

5.2.1. Abstraction 422

Figure 4 shows the process pipeline on an abstraction level. All actions and inputs are 423

described below. 424
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Figure 4. Process illustrating the abstract concepts containing actions ( A1 - A5 ) to perform the
sustainability analysis and inputs ( I1 - I4 ) to support the actions.

A1 gathers the necessary knowledge about the software system under study. We use the 425

knowledge of the experts, i.e., the software architects, to determine which software 426

architecture principle should be selected for the sustainability analysis and their 427

rationale with respect to the software system. This information can only be derived 428

from the experts involved in the development of the system, as only they are in a 429

position to judge which principles are relevant. To our knowledge, there is no current 430

model or architecture documentation strategy that documents the driving principles 431

for a particular software system in a systematic way so that the information can be 432

derived automatically. 433

A2 captures the expert knowledge in a preliminary sustainability analysis by mapping 434

potential QAs to the selected principle and software system. We call this the prelimi- 435

nary sustainability analysis because the potential QAs should already be mapped to 436

the four sustainability dimensions. Only when all four dimensions are considered, a 437

balanced sustainability can be achieved. The analysis is considered as preliminary, 438

since the QAs will be refined later in the process. 439

A3 models the preliminary QAs in a systematic way. For this purpose, we consider 440

an arbitrary software quality model I1 together with a list of sustainability quality 441

attributes I2 . Both allow us to (i) uncover related QAs, (ii) identify sustainability- 442

related quality concerns on all four dimensions, and (iii) uncover missing depen- 443

dencies. Both inputs ensure replicability and comparability with other sustainability 444

analyses performed with the same software quality model. The output of this 445

step constitutes a model containing all related sustainability QA for one particular 446

principle in form of, e.g., a diagram. 447

A4 captures each defined sustainability QA definition regarding their context. Determin- 448

ing concrete definitions allows (i) the selected sustainability QA to be documented 449

in a structured way for future assessment, and (ii) the selected sustainability QA to 450

be reconsidered and revised. 451

A5 assigns KPIs and measurement tools to the sustainability QAs, resulting in a viable 452

version of the sustainability analysis. The KPIs can either be derived from an 453

existing business strategy I4 or developed from scratch. In either case, we suggest 454

considering KPIs that contribute to a specific business objective - only then we can 455

derive relevant information about whether the principle, and thus the software 456

solution, is steering in the right strategic direction. We suggest applying a KPI 457

assessment model I3 to evaluate the conditions and relevance of the selected KPIs. 458

All steps together will lead to a first working-version of the sustainability analysis. The 459

analysis will focus on (i) the most relevant sustainability QAs, (ii) KPIs that measure the 460

impact of the QAs, (iii) associated business objectives, and (iv) tools available to monitor the 461
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defined KPIs. The proposed pipeline can be repeated arbitrarily such that each repetition 462

results in revised components (e.g., revised concerns). 463

5.2.2. Implementation 464

Figure 5 illustrates the same process pipeline as described before, though showing 465

concrete concepts used for implementing and applying the process in a real-world scenario. 466

The preliminary PRSM model in A2 represents the tool agnostic model and performs the 467

sustainability analysis according to Gupta et al. [17]; while A3 - A4 follow the general 468

usage-guidelines of the SAF-Toolkit from Lago and Condori-Fernandez [21]. A5 concludes 469

the pipeline by proposing the tool dependent model, i.e., the PRSM+T model, and set 470

the focus to a business and industrial context. Whereas the actions A2 - A4 and inputs 471

I1 - I3 are based on existing deliverables and widely used standards, they were all 472

developed either in isolation or without a software sustainability context. By combining 473

and reusing these existing concepts, we are able to propose a reference process to obtain 474

the sustainability analysis for architecture principles in a structured manner. All concepts 475

are described below. 476

A1 For our case study, interviews with the five experts are used to derive the necessary 477

knowledge. 478

A2 The interview results lead to a preliminary PRSM model. The model captures 479

the architecture principle, its rationale, and assigns QAs while keeping the four 480

sustainability dimensions in mind. At this stage, the model may include a set of 481

multiple sustainability QAs for each dimension; ambiguities and uncertainties will 482

be eliminated in the subsequent steps or another iteration. 483

A3 Decision Maps are used to model the driving sustainability QAs and uncover related 484

quality concerns. As software quality model we consider the ISO/IEC 25010 SQuaRE 485

[26] standard for defining QAs and framing the concerns in the decision map. To 486

reveal dependencies between sustainability QAs and uncover missing sustainability 487

concerns, the dependency matrix is used. As output we expect one coherent diagram, 488

framing the related sustainability QA and revealing the driving ones. 489

A4 The concerns are captured in the SQ model to define their definition related to the 490

case study context, i.e., the PCS Cargonaut solution. As the SQ model is part of the 491

SAF-Toolkit, it offers a central place together with the DM for documenting and 492

preserving the sustainability analysis. 493

A5 All previous steps lead to a continuous revision of the PRSM model. Since all artifacts 494

are relate to a corporate context, we consider the ADD and the Schiphol IT & Data 495

Strategy to derive and map KPIs. To also capture the metrics and measurement tools 496

necessary monitoring the KPIs, we use the tool dependent model, i.e., the PRSM+T 497

model to assign and highlight the measurement tools. The KPIs considered are 498

analyzed according to the SMART method and revised to obtain sound KPIs. 499
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5.2.3. Integration 500
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Figure 6. Integration of the sustainability analysis and process pipeline into a general business context
to guide decision making.

Figure 6 illustrates the concept of incorporating the proposed sustainability analysis 501

into the software architecture process with respect to the overall business strategy. As 502

mentioned earlier, the principles of software architecture are derived from a specific busi- 503

ness strategy and are used to guide the architecture process at all business levels. Using 504

the proposed process, software architects can get guidance to create PRSM+T models and 505

integrate them into the regular architecture process. Having a PRSM+T model as part of 506

the regular architecture document enables the monitoring of the software system’s impact 507

on all four sustainability dimensions. Derived measurements in the form of visualisations 508

can be fluently included into a regular business review. These reviews provide information 509

on whether the software system implemented is steering in the right direction. If deviations 510

are apparent that are not in line with the business strategy and the identified sustainability 511

goals, actions ca be taken to adjust either the software architecture and its implementation 512

(operational level)—or even the business strategy (strategic level), if necessary. 513

5.3. PRSM+T Model 514

As the aforementioned Table 3 shows, we covered the four main architecture principles 515

related to the PCS solution in our case study. However, the following results are only 516

shown in detail for the PCS Messaging Portal and its assigned architecture principle. The 517

PCS Messaging Portal is selected as it contains the most relevant results, i.e., interview 518

observations and measurement data regarding the mapped architecture principle, for 519

showcasing the entire workflow of the sustainability analysis. Focusing the presentation 520

on a single tier allows us to provide an in-depth documentation and analysis of the results. 521

Observations of similar nature can be drawn also for the other tiers. All information 522

regarding the omitted tiers, i.e., architecture principles, is provided in our replication 523

package. The PRSM+T model (Figure 7), the DM (Figure 8), and the SQ model (Appendix C 524

Table A5) are the final results of research Phase I and II including the interview sessions 525

with P#1 and applying the pipeline. 526
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Figure 7. PRSM+T model - PCS Messaging Portal.
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Figure 8. Decision Map for the PCS Messaging Portal illustrating the sustainability sub-characteristics
and quality attributes. Underlined concerns are taken for the PRSM+T model.

The central part of the PCS Messaging Portal contains a message broker that is respon- 527

sible for publishing and subscribing to streams of events. This event streaming platform is 528
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implemented by using distributed cloud solutions. Hence, it is not surprising that the cloud 529

distribution principle was considered by interviewee P#1 as the driving one. While asking 530

about the driving QAs for this architecture principle, P#1 explained that the architecture 531

principle is also driven by the AMUSE characteristics: 532

• Adaptable: One size does not fit all. 533

• Maintained: Build once, run many times. 534

• Usable: Self Service, fits with needs. 535

• Sanctioned: Secured, tested and governed. 536

• Easy to start with: Get started in hours, not weeks. 537

These characteristics were used to further develop the actual QAs related to this 538

architecture principle and software solution (i.e., using the SAF-Toolkit and DMs). As can 539

be observed in the PRSM+T model reported in Figure 7, a total of five QAs are distributed 540

across the four dimensions that are discussed below: 541

The technical dimension (blue) contains two QAs: Fault tolerance and Scalability. 542

This is an extension compared to the PRSM model from Gupta et al. [17]. Three out of five 543

interviewees mentioned that sometimes it is not possible to distill the most important QA 544

for a particular dimension. Hence, we allow to have multiple QAs for one single dimension 545

(1 − ∗). However, to preserve the focus on the driving QAs, we suggest to limit the amount 546

of QAs per dimension to two (1 − 2). 547

Serviceability (also referred to supportability) in the economic dimension (red) is 548

considered as an outlier since it is not part of the ISO/IEC 25010 standard. Serviceability 549

cares about maintaining the software system: i.e., Life Cycle Management (LCM) like 550

upgrades, updates, and the support beyond the development cycle. Hence, the QA is 551

considered as sub-characteristic of the ISO/IEC 25010 characteristic Maintainability. In the 552

context of SaaS solutions, serviceability is especially important for LCM as it is handled at 553

the provider side. This ensures fewer support costs at the company side. 554

The social dimension (yellow) uncovers that only when the PCS solution is available, 555

the customers will trust the software product and will use it eventually. In addition, in the 556

DM in Figure 8 it can be observed that economic revenue can only be increased if the PCS 557

solution is available. Due to this fact, the Up-time of the cloud solutions is considered as 558

metric to measure both the fault tolerance in the technical dimension and availability in the 559

social dimension. 560

Cloud solutions on the provider side can be shared among the customers. Thus, 561

Reusability in the environmental dimension (green) enables reusable software solutions 562

for multiple customers and saves resources; but does also save costs immediately when a 563

cloud component can be reused across software solutions. 564

5.4. Key Performance Indicators 565

KPIs on their own do not give any information about a certain strategic goal. KPIs 566

are only meaningful in combination with business goals and objectives [23]. Therefore, 567

the KPIs necessary for the PRSM+T model were developed by consulting the Schiphol IT 568

& Data Strategy 2021-2023. These KPIs and goals are depicted in the third column of the 569

PRSM+T model in Figure 7. For example, the KPI Up-Time contributes to the goal ETO2 - 570

Reliable Delivery which pursues continuity and an automated process between all involved 571

parties in a reliable manner6. The SMART evaluation method was used to analyze all 572

considered KPIs. 573

5.4.1. Final Set of KPIs 574

In total 14 KPIs were implemented across the four architecture principles and sus- 575

tainability dimensions. As can be observed in Table 4, three different kinds of KPIs are 576

available; the KPI was either: (S) extracted from the Schiphol IT & Data Strategy 2021-2023 577

6 A detailed overview about the utilized Schiphol Group goals is given in Appendix B.
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Table 4. Final set of implemented KPIs. S: reused Schiphol KPI; S*: customized Schiphol KPI; *: KPI
designed for Schiphol. Goal: assigned Schiphol goals (cf. Table A4). QA: mapped quality attribute(s)
according to ISO/IEC 25010 Dimension: Technical ; Economic ; Social ; Environmental Sorting:
grouped by dimension and then in an alphabetic order.

KPI Name Definition (unit in bold) Goal QA & Dimension

* MSGC Message Capacity Ratio (msg/min) of total processed messages
and a certain time period (i.e. one minute). ETO2 Scalability

* NoDaR Number of De-
fects after Release

Number of defects of other systems than the
changed system after a release was published. ETO2 Modularity

S NoSI Number of Secu-
rity Incidents

Number of security incidents accruing on hosts
which are involved into authentication. ETO2 Integrity; Confidentiality

* ToM Throughput of
ASB Messages

Time of message delay between in-going and
out-going. ETO2 Time behaviour

S* UPT Up-Time Ratio (%) of total run-time and the total avail-
able time of the SaaS solutions. ETO2 Faulttolerance Availability

S* CpC Costs per Change Costs (EUR) per changes per component. PR2 Effectiveness

S* CRS Cyber Risk Score

Rating (0-100) of the cyber risk based on the
performed Business Impact Analysis (BIA) and
the ratio of the normalized availability, integrity,
confidentiality score.

CIO1 Economic Risk Mitigation

* SPBI Story Points for
LCM Backlog
Items

Number of story points for life cycle manage-
ment (LCM) backlog items. ETO2 Serviceability

* NoOWN Number of Open-
Shift Worker
Nodes

Number of OpenShift Worker Nodes (i.e. Pods)
grows with required system performance. ETO2 Scalability Scalability

S* NoCaDF Number of Chan-
nels and Data For-
mats

Number of Channels and Data Formats avail-
able for data exchange. ETO1 Interoperability

* NoTSV Number of TL-
S/SSL Vulnerabil-
ities

Number of vulnerabilities regarding TSL or
SSL. DAI3 Data Privacy

S OCS Overall Customer
Satisfaction

Rating (1-10) of the overall customer satisfac-
tion of internal and external customers as well
as testers.

ASM4 Usefulness

S NoETBB Number of ET
Building Blocks

Number of Enabling Technology (ET) building
blocks that has been reused. ETO1 Reusability

S* SRS Security Risk
Score

Rating (1-5) of the security risk based on the
vulnerabilities regarding data relevant hosts. CIO1 Health & Safety Risk Mitigation
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and was ready to use; (S*) customized base on an existing Schiphol KPI, because it needed 578

some optimization to fit our purposes, or (*) if no applicable Schiphol KPI was available, a 579

dedicated KPI for this research purpose and Schiphol was designed. 580

When conducting the first round of interviews, preliminary KPIs were already derived. 581

Interviewee P#4, for instance, stated that the Security & Governance department performs a 582

survey of users within the organization to measure awareness once a year. This information 583

was taken to find a correlated strategy goal as well as metric inside the Schiphol IT & Data 584

Strategy. For this specific KPI, the metric Overall Customer Satisfaction could be found. Hence, 585

the KPI was considered as extracted unchanged from the strategy to monitor Usefulness at 586

the social dimension. The KPI Cyber Risk Score (CRS) illustrates an example where the 587

predefined Schiphol KPI has to be adopted to fulfill the needs for the architecture principle. 588

P#4 mentioned that the Business Impact Analysis (BIA) is an important tool to determine the 589

CRS for a certain software solution. However, the strategy only defines the "cyber maturity 590

based on the ISF Framework". In the second round of interviews this conflict was discussed 591

and it could be concluded that the policies of the company are composed based on the ISF 592

framework but the CRS is on a software solution level. As a result, the business goal and 593

metric were taken but customized to measure the CRS. According to this procedure, three 594

KPIs could be adopted unaltered, five KPIs were customized, and six KPIs were developed 595

solely for this research. 596

As can be observed in Table 4, ETO2 - Reliable Delivery is the most frequently mapped 597

goal; especially the technical dimension uses this goal exclusively. This can be attributed to 598

the main purpose of the PCS solution and the selected architecture principles: as the PCS 599

solution can be categorized as a datahub platform, its major objective is to receive, process, 600

and deliver data. Hence, all related ETO building blocks need to be delivered reliable such 601

that continuity and an automated process is ensured. This can be achieved by a transition 602

to cloud applications. To monitor such a transition, KPIs are necessary (e.g., UPT - Up-Time; 603

NoOWN - Number of OpenShift Worker Nodes). 604

5.4.2. SMART Evaluation 605

Table 5. KPI SMART Evaluation. ○: in full; ○␣: in part; é: not.

KPI Name S M A R T

MSGC Message Capacity ○ ○ ○ ○ ○
NoDaR Number of Defects after Release ○␣ é ○␣ ○ ○
NoSI Number of Security Incidents ○ ○ ○␣ ○ ○
ToM Throughput of ASB Messages ○ ○ ○ ○ ○
UPT Up-Time ○ ○ ○ ○ ○
CpC Costs per Change ○␣ é ○␣ ○ ○
CRS Cyber Risk Score ○ ○ ○␣ ○ ○
SPBI Story Points for LCM Backlog Items ○ é ○ ○ ○
NoOWN Number of OpenShift Worker Nodes ○␣ é ○␣ ○␣ ○
NoCaDF Number of Channels and Data Formats ○ ○␣ ○ ○ ○
NoTSV Number of TLS/SSL Vulnerabilities ○ ○ ○␣ ○ ○
OCS Overall Customer Satisfaction ○ ○ ○␣ ○ ○
NoETBB Number of ET Building Blocks ○ é ○ ○ ○
SRS Security Risk Score ○ ○ ○␣ ○ ○

To evaluate the KPIs, the SMART assessment method is applied. Table 5 lists all KPIs 606

and their evaluation. Each characteristic can either be (i) completely satisfied, (ii) partly 607

satisfied, or (iii) currently not satisfied. For each SMART characteristic, we summarize our 608

findings and observations below: 609

Specific 610

To some extent, certain KPIs are not that specific as initially thought or defined. This 611

is most probably attributable to the fact that those KPIs are customized and designed 612
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specifically for the Schiphol Group. Hence, they do not currently have experience values 613

from a longer productive operating phase and it cannot be concluded whether the KPI will 614

be specific enough. A total of 14 KPIs are defined as fully specific, 3 KPIs only partially. 615

Measurable 616

As discussed in Section 4, the full feature set of the PCS solution was not available at 617

the time this research was conducted. This also applies to some of the defined monitoring 618

tools. Thus, all KPIs associated to a currently unavailable tool are defined as currently 619

not measurable. Overall, tools were not available for 5 KPIs, 1 KPI could only be partially 620

measured, and the remaining 8 KPIs supported full measurements. 621

Achievable 622

KPIs for which it is difficult to achieve the predefined standard are considered to be 623

partly-achievable. This means that, for security-related KPIs, for example, considerable 624

effort is required to achieve the norm. For the CRS, a norm of 0 was derived by the interview 625

with P#4. However, a score of 0 is almost impossible to achieve, as every software solution 626

involves some cyber risks and trade-offs. This is supported by the work of McKinsey [36], 627

who states: "In most cases, it is impossible to stop all cyber attacks, so sometimes controls 628

can be developed that tolerate some incidents". McKinsey recommends that business risks 629

should be captured by defining dedicated Key Risk Indicators (KRIs) and linking them on 630

KPIs which would lead to a "complete risk-based measurement". Due to this fact, 8 KPIs 631

can only be partially achieved and 6 KPIs can be fully achieved. 632

Relevant 633

Only the KPI NoOWN - Number of OpenShift Worker Nodes is declared as partly-relevant 634

towards providing more insight into the performance of the organization in obtaining 635

its strategy. Due to the high degree of specialization and technology dependence (i.e., 636

OpenShift), the KPI addresses only a fraction of the entire IT landscape. The remaining 13 637

KPIs are considered fully relevant. 638

Time phased 639

All KPIs are completely time-phased. This is substantiated by the fact that the Schiphol 640

IT & Data Strategy is time-phased in itself. For each year, quarter, and month, the company 641

specifies and monitors the goals for every pillar by conducting reviews. 642

As explained in Section 2 and mentioned by Ishak et al. [22], certain KPIs do not 643

necessarily satisfy all SMART conditions. This behaviour was especially observed for the 644

Measurable condition, as not all KPIs are measurable to the point of this research. Only by 645

having experience values from a longer productive operating phase, final conclusions can 646

be derived. 647

If the characteristics from Parmenter [8] are considered, it can be concluded that the 648

KPIs indeed violate some of these characteristics, because in detail, not all KPIs can be 649

measured on a 24/7 basis. For instance, the OCS - Overall Customer Satisfaction cannot be 650

monitored in such a way. Even if an automatic survey approach would be found, it is most 651

likely that the satisfaction of customers does not change that frequently. While this study 652

mainly considers non-financial KPIs, it also includes some financial KPIs (cf. CpC - Costs 653

per Change), which violates the characteristic from Parmenter [8]. This can be explained by 654

the fact that we aim to use balanced KPIs that can be used to monitor performance at all 655

business levels and across all sustainability dimensions. 656

We can conclude that the characteristics from Parmenter do indeed help to revise 657

and rethink sustainability KPIs in a software context. Using the example of the KPI UPT 658

- Up-Time, the following revision was made: In the IT & Data strategy, the KPI Up-Time 659

is defined as "Up-time for key platforms". However, by validating this KPI against the 660

characteristic proposed by Parmenter, "the responsibility can be tied down to the individual 661

or team", we can clearly deduce that "key platforms" constitutes an ambiguous definition 662
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Table 6. Final set of implemented measurement tools. Automation: Ë: Completely; ○␣: Semi; é:
Currently not. QA: measured quality attribute(s). Dimension: Technical ; Economic ; Social ;
Environmental Sorting: grouped by dimension.

Tool Capability Automation QA & Dimension

Splunk [37]

As "data-to-everything platform", Splunk offers vari-
ous capabilities for logging, monitoring, and reporting
for all different kind of data created on an application,
server, and network level. We consider Splunk as key
instrument to measure KPIs as it offers the most variety
of possible measurements.

Ë

• Modularity
• Time behaviour
• Fault-tolerance
• Scalability

• Interoperability
• Availability

IBM Control
Desk [38]

Provides monitoring for all information system layers.
Hence, calculation of the Number of Applicable Building
Blocks per software solution and Security Incidents can
be retrieved.

Ë
• Integrity
• Confidentiality • Reusability

Business Im-
pact Analysis

The BIA is used to systematically determine potential
cyber security risks of a certain information system be-
fore implementing it (planning stage). The outcome is
a Cyber Risk Score between 0 (best) and 100 (worst).
Through external tools (e.g., OneTrust, LLC.) automa-
tion is possible.

○␣ • Economic Risk Mitigation

Jira Soft-
ware [39]

Jira itself does not consider actual financial values (e.g.
€ or $); instead, all values are implicitly related to finan-
cial values and indicated as Story Points. A story point
refers to a certain number of labor hours and these, in
turn, refer to an actual financial value.

Ë
• Effectiveness
• Serviceability

OpenShift [40]

Red Hat OpenShift offers a containerization platform
for cloud computing. To monitor scalability in terms of
worker nodes (i.e., Number of Pods), the Monitoring API
(i.e., Prometheus) is used.

Ë • Scalability • Scalability

Qualys
Inc. [41]

The tool enables auditing, cloud security, and compli-
ance checking for IT infrastructures. We use the Security
Risk Score computed for the hosts responsible for au-
thentication and private data.

Ë • Data Privacy • Health & Safety
Risk Mitigation

Surveys

Used to systematically obtain information about atti-
tudes, opinions, and behaviors of the people. They can
be oral or written, structured or with open questions.
Even though automatic survey tools are available, such
surveys have to be created and interpreted manually.

é • Usefulness

and involves at least more than one individual or team. Thus, to be more concrete and 663

tie the KPI to a specific team, we have revised the KPI as "Ratio (%) of total run-time and 664

the total available time of the SaaS solutions". However, inevitable violations of certain 665

characteristics led us to conclude that the same observation from Ishak et al. [22] about the 666

SMART method also applies to the attributes from Parmenter [8]: the criteria should be 667

considered as a guideline, but do not necessarily satisfy all conditions; especially in the 668

context of software and sustainability, violations can not be excluded. 669

5.5. Measurement Tools 670

In this section, the tools to monitor the KPIs across all four sustainability dimensions 671

are presented. The capabilities of each tool, as shown in Table 6, were derived either during 672

the weekly tutorial sessions with the PCS software architect or during the interviews. As 673

defined in RQ2, particular attention was paid to a potential automation of the monitoring 674

process. Hence, Table 6 also outlines the ability for automation. It can be seen that five out 675

of seven tools support automation completely, one tool provides only partial automation, 676

and one tool does not support automation at all. In addition, the considered ISO/IEC 677
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25010 quality characteristics are mapped to provide an overview what tool can be used to 678

measure what QA. 679

Table 6 additionally depicts the instruments’ ability to measure within the different 680

sustainability dimensions. As shown, four tools support inter-dimensional measurements, 681

while three tools are designated to one dimension only. The assignment to a sustainability 682

dimension depends on the QA measured. It should be noted that all tools were already 683

present in the portfolio of our selected organization and were used to measure the KPIs 684

for the software system under study. It is certainly possible that a tool can also be used (i) 685

in other dimensions, (ii) for other KPIs, or (iii) for other software systems. Moreover, all 686

tools used in the Schiphol Group can also have a suitable equivalent in other organizations. 687

Thus, we do not limit the set of potential measurement tools to the subset available at the 688

Schiphol Group or to the chosen software solution. We rather provide our selection as a 689

starting point for practitioners inside the aviation sector and beyond. 690

The large variety of tools could lead to increased complexity. This is also stated by 691

interviewee P#4: 692

"It is really hard for us to have the right data at the moment when we need them. Therefore, 693

we are looking for one dedicated tool to have all the data at one central point." P#4, Cyber 694

Security Officer 695

This issue was also identified during our research. Monitoring the KPIs through all 696

seven tools leads to a considerable maintenance and development overhead. As each tool 697

is related to its own administrative unit, the data necessary for this study needed to be 698

retrieved from seven different sources. 699

6. Evaluation 700

By using the selected tools, concrete measurements were obtained to monitor the 701

selected KPIs. The measurements were visualized in the form of spider charts and were 702

presented to the final focus group aiming at evaluating the results based on expert knowl- 703

edge. This section first examines the measurements. Then the conclusions drawn by the 704

focus group are presented. 705

6.1. Case Study Measurements 706

Spider charts have proven useful for data analysis in business processes and bench- 707

marking business performance [42]. Therefore, for each architecture principle, one spider 708

chart was created7 following the recommendations by Andersen [42]. Figure 9 visualizes 709

all obtained measurements. Each axis represents one of the defined KPIs. The mapping 710

between the architecture principle, the related sustainability QAs, the KPIs, and the tools 711

can be seen in the final PRSM+T model in Figure 7. Despite other suggestions (e.g., [43]), 712

the spider charts created for this research (i) do not consider a unified point scale on each 713

axis (e.g., five-point scale) but do follow the suggestion by Andersen [42] to have a separate 714

unit of measurement for each variable; (ii) the axis scales do not share a common minimum, 715

because the center cannot be defined as a common zero point, since each axis has a different 716

scale. 717

As mentioned, not all KPIs could be measured due to the development status of the 718

PCS solution. Hence, the affected KPIs (7 out of 14) were marked as n/a and the value was 719

set to 0. For all other KPIs, the value was obtained by using the corresponding tool and 720

represents the factual value at the moment the data were extracted. As can be seen, for two 721

charts (Figure 9a and 9b) it was possible to obtain real data for three out of five KPIs, one 722

chart (Figure 9c) shows data for one out of five KPIs, and one chart (Figure 9d) does not 723

contain any actual data. However, even with the missing values it can be clearly observed 724

that the graphical presentation offers the possibility to keep track of the KPI metrics (a 725

further discussion follows in Section 7). Future data sets in form of new data points would 726

7 A detailed description of how the spider charts were generated (i.e., programming language and code)
including the final raw values can be found in the replication package online.
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lead to a new polygon and, therefore, performance can be effortlessly monitored and 727

benchmarked against previous data sets (blue polygon). 728

6.2. Normalized Spider Charts 729

Since architecture principles are subject to an iterative development process and a 730

change in the business strategy can require the replacement of certain architecture princi- 731

ples [12], it is beneficial to accomplish a benchmark. A comparison of architecture principles 732

allows to (i) keep track of the sustainability impact before and after a change or replacement, 733

and (ii) uncover potential weaknesses in certain sustainability dimensions of the new or old 734

architecture principle, respectively. Nevertheless, a comparison by using the spider charts 735

proposed before is not possible. Due to different KPIs on each axis and the different number 736

of KPIs in different dimensions, it is impossible to include a data set of one spider chart 737

in another one and benchmark architecture principles against each other. To address such 738

issue, Min-Max normalization [44] can be used to bring all variables to the same standing, 739

i.e., a scale of [0 − 1]. Min-Max normalization uses linear transformation to fit data into 740

a predefined frame while preserving the relationship to the original data [44]. First, the 741

min and max values are empirically derived to set the boundary; then, normalization on an 742

arbitrary data set within this boundary is applied to rescale the entire range. The data set 743

can then be used to visualize multiple architecture principles combined in one spider chart. 744

Throughout our case study, we were able to determine a snapshot of measurement 745

data that represents the current state of the PCS solution. However, it is not possible to 746

apply Min-Max normalization to a singular data snapshot (i.e., one single data row) due to 747

missing min and max values. Thus, randomized test data were used. To simulate a realistic 748

data set, we generated 50 randomized data rows for each variable. After applying Min-Max 749

normalization to the data set, we used the same spider chart visualization method to plot 750

the data. 751

Technical

Environmental Social

Economic

0

0.25

0.5

0.75

1

Governance & Security
PCS Messaging Portal

Figure 10. Example spider chart based on randomized and normalized data sets for both tiers: the
Governance & Security (blue) and the PCS Messaging Portal (red).

Figure 10 illustrates an example outcome of the previously described process, based 752

on randomized data for the variables in Governance & Security and PCS Messaging Portal. 753

We call this the normalized spider chart. Compared to the spider plots in Figure 9 (non- 754

normalized spider charts) the normalized plot is now based on (i) a unified scale in the 755

interval [0, 1], (ii) a common minimum "0" in the center of the plot, and (iii) only one value 756

per sustainability dimension. 757
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Figure 9. Spider charts for all four PRSM+T models obtained from the PCS solution and the Proof of
Concept (PoC) environment. n/a: Measurements for this KPI are not available and therefore set to 0.
expected: The black outer polygon represents the expected values that can be achieved in the best
case. Dimension: Technical ; Economic ; Social ; Environmental .
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It can be concluded that normalization is necessary to visualize multiple architecture 758

principles in one chart and to compare their impact in each dimension. However, if 759

a detailed look at an architecture principle is necessary, the zoomed-in version (non- 760

normalized spider chart) with all KPIs and their raw data would be necessary. As the 761

normalization procedure does also come with disadvantages (e.g., information loss), this 762

kind of graphical representation was part of the focus group and will be discussed in the 763

next section. 764

6.3. Focus Group Evaluation 765

Only four of the five focus group participants were able to attend the session - P#3 766

was hindered. For each architecture tier, the same group of questions were asked together 767

with the derived case study results. For example, the PCS Messaging Portal was discussed 768

together with its final PRSM+T model (Figure 7) and the resulting spider chart (Figure 9b). 769

In the following, the main observations are outlined and discussed. We grouped the 770

observations according to the uncovered coding categories. 771

Familiarization Time 772

Three out of four participants needed some time to reacquaint themselves with the 773

presented PRSM+T models and spider charts, e.g.,: 774

P#4 stated: "I’m trying to understand the model. [...] You would need to explain it 775

a little bit more to make it more understandable. So providing only the terms are a bit 776

meaningless or hard to understand." P#4, Cyber Security Officer 777

In contrast, P#1 did not need such familiarization. This could be because P#1 used 778

such models frequently and was also involved in the development process of the PRSM 779

model from Gupta et al. [17]. The latter can be considered a potential threat to validity and 780

is therefore discussed in more detail in Section 7.2 781

Model Utility 782

All four experts considered the PRSM+T model in combination with a graphical 783

representation as useful and beneficial for their daily business: 784

P#4 stated: "I do think that having such a model is quite helpful. [...] It will help us 785

to understand what kind of things we are doing right or wrong." P#4, Cyber Security 786

Officer 787

P#5 confirmed: "I do also think that the analysis could help my department to keep track 788

of their goals. Even if the model might need some learning." P#5, Developer 789

Axis Description 790

Three out of four participants needed assistance regarding the terms used to describe 791

the spider chart axis (e.g., Message Capacity). 792

P#5 stated: "It is not totally clear what you mean with Message Capacity in this context." 793

P#5, Developer 794

We observed that such naming might be difficult for non-experts to understand, 795

since the terms are strictly related to the particular software solution; without a proper 796

description, the meaning of certain axis and their values might be misleading. 797

Benchmarking 798

Intuitively, two experts compared the spider charts against each other regarding 799

the performance of their KPIs (e.g., by comparing the PCS Messaging Portal chart to the 800

Governance & Security chart). 801

P#5 described: "this chart [the PCS Messaging Portal] performs better than the first 802

one [Governance & Security]." P#5, Developer 803
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This statement shows that the graphical representations were used by the expert to 804

compare two different models related to their sustainability impact. However, from a formal 805

perspective, this intuitive behaviour is not correct as the different axis show different values 806

and different value ranges (cf. previous discussion about normalization). 807

Repetitive KPIs 808

Using the same KPI in two different dimensions, e.g., Up-time in Figure 9b, (i) led to 809

confusion among two respondents and (ii) could lead to a biased impact calculation as they 810

show the same value but in different dimensions. From the focus group hence emerged 811

that it might be necessary to avoid using two identical KPIs in the same model. This is 812

contrary to what suggested in the literature, namely that KPIs should be reused as often as 813

possible and as few KPIs as possible should be defined [23]. 814

Missing Values 815

Missing values, i.e., n/a values, caused by the absence of data led to misleading 816

interpretations, so that the performance of the overall architecture principle was interpreted 817

as "poor" instead of "missing". 818

P#2 stated: "If we look at the throughput, it could give the impression that we still have 819

much work to do." P#2, Enterprise Architect 820

Nevertheless, this remark emphasizes how the spider charts are used by the experts: 821

the current condition of a certain KPI (blue polygon) is compared to the desired value 822

(black polygon). 823

Normalized Spider Chart 824

The focus group was also used to evaluate the additional normalized version of the 825

spider plot (cf. Figure 10). This version of the spider chart was considered useful by all four 826

attendees. Architecture principles compared to one another could be a useful tool. 827

To this regard P#2 concluded: "The normalized version could be the management 828

summary, and the other ones are the detailed version to have a better and detailed look at 829

it [...]. I think we could use both [...]. It shows you at which dimension we need to spend 830

the money." P#2, Enterprise Architect 831

P#1 added: "The management level would be also interested in the details, and would 832

therefore need both versions of the charts because they want to know where exactly they 833

need to put their money in." P#1, Software Architect 834

Summary 835

From the focus group we can conclude that all experts found the graphical represen- 836

tation in the form of spider charts helpful. The experts used the charts to benchmark the 837

architecture principles, intuitively. Moreover, the intuition of the experts led to the right 838

conclusions, e.g., that an architecture principle performs best when all KPIs match the outer 839

polygon. These observations are consistent with the desired and also expected output of 840

this research. 841

Improvements, however, can be made by: (i) changing the metric descriptions (i.e., 842

the KPI names) to a more common terminology; (ii) common upper and lower bounds for 843

each metric would lead to a better understanding; (iii) KPIs that are used in two different 844

dimensions in the same model could lead to confusions and should be reconsidered. 845

Applying normalization to the entire data-set result in a graphical representation that 846

can be used to compare the impact of all architecture principles across all four sustainability 847

dimensions simultaneously. The detailed, non-normalized version perform better at the 848

operational level, revealing raw data and detailed information about which KPIs are falling 849

behind; the normalized version have its strength at the strategic level as it provides a 850

birds-eye view on multiple architecture principles and their impact on sustainability to find 851

the right balance, even if some information is lost during the transformation. 852
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7. Discussion 853

We present our main research contributions and the accompanying observations we 854

made throughout this study by (i) interpreting the obtained results, (ii) comparing the 855

results with the literature, and (iii) discussing the potential implications for researchers and 856

practitioners. Possible threats to validity are outlined in the last section. 857

7.1. Contributions and Observations 858

The extension of the PRSM model [17] to the PRSM+T model helps measuring the 859

impact of architecture principles on sustainability over long term. The model also served as 860

groundwork to develop a process pipeline as outlined in Section 5.2. This pipeline defines 861

the steps necessary to work with PRSM models practically and in a structured way. Thus, 862

both researchers and practitioners are able to create replicable and especially traceable 863

PRSM(+T) models. 864

Condori-Fernandez et al. [19] suggest to use the SQ model by defining plain definitions 865

of the sustainability QAs under consideration. Despite this suggestion, the SQ models 866

developed throughout this research (cf. Table A5) provide actual concerns over definitions. 867

This can be explained by the execution of this research as a case study and the close relation 868

to the industrial purpose. Throughout the weekly tutorial sessions, it was found that the 869

defined sustainability QAs are always related to current business concerns. Therefore, the 870

SQ models developed in this study can be successfully applied in practice as they reflect 871

daily operations. 872

The PRSM model, its extension, and the process pipeline were applied and evaluated 873

in a real-world scenario for the first time. Gupta et al. [17] evaluated the PRSM model based 874

on five different architecture principles without relation to a specific software solution; in 875

contrast, our research used and analyzed four concrete architecture principles related to 876

the PCS solution. By conducting interviews and a focus group involving experts across 877

different business units, the research results were evaluated. It became evident that the 878

consideration of a software quality model (e.g., ISO/IEC 25010 [26]) is of great importance 879

to ensure compliance in industrial practice. Without following a standard, the comparison 880

and re-use of the PRSM+T models is questionable. 881

PRSM+T Model & Process Pipeline

• We extended the static tool-agnostic model (PRSM) to a measurable tool-
dependent model (PRSM+T).

• A process pipeline was implemented to systematically develop PRSM+T models.
• We applied both the PRSM(+T) model and the process pipeline in a real-world

context.
882

As the usage of KPIs without considering a business strategy does not constitute 883

meaningful information [23], the KPIs designed and used by this research are mapped 884

on the IT & Data Strategy towards contributing to the overarching business goals. This 885

mapping is also embedded into the PRSM+T model. The SMART analysis revealed that 886

some KPIs (6 out of 14) are not yet measurable in our chosen case. This conclusion supports 887

the assertion by Ishak et al. [22] that not all KPIs necessarily satisfy all SMART conditions. 888

For example, in an early KPI development process the KPI might not be fully time-phased 889

and the value might not be expressed in time until later. In addition, it may not be possible 890

that one positive effect with a technology related target ensures also a positive effect in other 891

measures as unknown technologies harbor always risks. To the best of our knowledge, 892

the SMART analysis was used for the first time in the context of software-related KPIs to 893

monitor software sustainability. 894

KPIs used by this research offer the capability for inter-dimensional support. This 895

means that the same KPI can be used to measure the same (or even a different) QA in a 896

different sustainability dimension. For example, in the context of this study this conclusion 897
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underlines the suggestion from Parmenter [23] to define as few KPIs as possible. However, 898

the usage of the same KPI in the same PRSM+T should be re-evaluated. As mentioned 899

by the focus group, using the same KPI twice in the same spider chart but in different 900

dimensions can lead to misunderstandings and biases in benchmark calculations. 901

Overall, the SMART method and the characteristics by Parmenter [23] can be used as 902

guidance to develop sound KPIs. The more precise the defined KPIs or targets are, the more 903

focused the efforts can be and the greater the chances of achieving the goal [22]. We can 904

conclude that KPIs are useful and necessary to monitor the impact of architecture principles 905

on sustainability. Our proposed way of defining and assessing KPIs can be used in the 906

future. In particular, practitioners can apply the process to develop own KPIs or even reuse 907

some of our KPIs to keep track of their own architecture principles. 908

Key Performance Indicators

• We provided a set of 14 KPIs including their contributions to Schiphol’s IT & Data
Strategy.

• Mapping of all KPIs on their related sustainability dimensions and QAs was
applied.

• We observed that KPIs can monitor inter-dimensional performance (for different
PRSM+T models).

909

We explored seven tools to monitor the KPIs in the real-world context of the PCS 910

solution. All tools were already available at the Schiphol Group and could be reused. The 911

KPIs and their measurement tools are suitable for use by the Schiphol Group as a method 912

for measuring further architecture principles. The adoption of available tools and their 913

support for automation implies that the sustainability analysis (i) can be easily applied 914

and integrated into everyday operations, and (ii) is lightweight as it leverages existing 915

capabilities within an organization. 916

Many different tools, however, lead to problems with consistency, as mentioned by the 917

interviewees. To overcome the inconsistencies caused by different tools and the reliability, 918

availability, and separation issues caused by centralizing data, as many KPIs as possible 919

should be measured by available tools before introducing new ones. 920

Measurement Tools

• We provided a selection and analysis of 7 measurement tools together with a
mapping of their inter-dimensional support.

• We propose to reuse as many centralized measurement tools as possible to enable
a lightweight sustainability analysis and prevent potential inconsistencies.

921

Spider charts were used for visualization as they provide an overview of performance 922

levels for various indicators while revealing lagging variables [42]. In this study, color- 923

coding was used to embed sustainability dimensions in the spider charts. All plots were 924

created manually based on the data sets exported from the measurement tools. To support 925

full automation, other tools are feasible (e.g., Grafana8). Both, the experts from the focus 926

group and the literature consider spider charts as a valuable tool to monitor business 927

processes. 928

By applying Min-Max-normalization we created one common spider chart to compare 929

multiple architecture principles simultaneously. As software solutions are implemented 930

with consideration of all architecture principles involved, an performance aggregation 931

of the principles would allow for comparisons among the various software solutions. In 932

view of the mentioned issue of non-normalized spider charts, one could argue that a 933

8 Grafana Labs - https://grafana.com. accessed: 2023-11-15.

https://grafana.com
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trend analysis [42] might also be a suitable visualization to depict the performance of one 934

architecture principle over time. 935

During the focus group session we derived the conclusion that spider charts are a 936

useful graphical representation for keeping track of the sustainability impact. Nevertheless, 937

the charts do also have downsides as the interviewees revealed: (i) continuous values 938

without a maximum are difficult to interpret; and (ii) the mixed scales (i.e., [0 − 10] and 939

[5 − 1]) may confuse non-experts. These two drawbacks support the use of the normalized 940

visualization. However, the spider charts only depict the impact’s general trend; the real 941

business impact and risks remain hidden. One would need context-specific knowledge (i.e., 942

insights into the business in question) to translate the data into meaningful risks and their 943

impacts. 944

Graphical Representation

• We used spider charts to monitor the impact of an architecture principle on sus-
tainability and implemented the visualization of the corresponding sustainability
dimension.

• A proposal is given of a normalized spider chart to compare the impact on sus-
tainability of architecture principles against each other.

• We suggest to use the normalized spider charts on a strategic level as holistic
overview, and to use the non-normalized spider charts on an operational level to
zoom in and spot lagging KPIs.

• We observed that the actual impact and risks for the business are not apparent.
945

In this section, we have presented and discussed the results grouped by our main 946

contributions. The results presented in this research are based on an industrial case study, 947

and are therefore characterized by the attributes typical of such research method [30]. 948

Therefore, our findings are positioned within a middle-ranged substantive theory [45], i.e., 949

the results gathered within the context considered in the study can be transferred to other 950

contexts with similar characteristics. Throughout the design and execution of the research, 951

the fit within a middle-ranged theory of both the presented process and the gathered 952

results was purposely accounted for. First, we presented the PRSM+T model and process 953

pipeline in their basic concepts so that practitioners and researchers can apply the model 954

and pipeline to their own context by substituting elements as needed (e.g., using a different 955

software quality model). Second, the set of KPIs can be used by our case provider or by 956

practitioners in other sectors as a starting point to integrate sustainability KPIs into their 957

business strategy. Third, the measurement tools provided are generally accessible and thus 958

context-independent, allowing them to be implemented by other software systems beyond 959

company boundaries. Finally, the graphical representations in the form of spider charts 960

can be used by both practitioners and researchers all domains. The visualizations are a 961

generic mechanism to monitor and compare the sustainability impacts of principles. For 962

the interested reader, further considerations regarding the generazability of the study are 963

discussed in the following section. 964

7.2. Threats to Validity 965

This section analyses possible threats according to Wohlin et al. [46] (i.e., threats to 966

external validity, internal validity, construct validity, and conclusion validity). As this 967

research was conducted as a case study, an additional threat to validity is considered as 968

described by Runeson and Höst [30], i.e., reliability. 969

External Validity 970

External validity reflects the validity of the results beyond our research and the 971

relevance of the collected results to practice [46]. As hinted to in Section 7.1, given that the 972

research we conducted is based on an industrial case study, it inherits the characteristics 973
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typical of such type of studies. Therefore, our results may be affected by generalizability 974

threats discussed at large in the work by Runeson and Höst [30], e.g., the population may 975

not be representative due to the lack of statistics. For this reason, the results reported 976

in this study have to be interpreted within a middle-range substantive theory [45], i.e., 977

the collected results only can be transferred to other contexts with similar characteristics. 978

For this reason, we do not claim absolute generalizability of our results. In contrast, we 979

consider the result collected in this study as the starting point, on which further studies 980

considering similar or even different contexts can build upon to assess and strengthen the 981

generalizability of the method. In other words, the work presents research-oriented results, 982

on which further studies can build upon, by carefully considering and discussing related 983

threats to external validity. To further mitigate potential threats and to ensure that the 984

research results are relevant to practice, a state-of-the-art Schiphol Group software-intensive 985

system was selected. A systematic evaluation was conducted to support the determination 986

of the subject. The subject offers different architecture principles and a wide variety of 987

available measurement tools; both help to mitigate bias, as we were not limited in our 988

selection and analysis. 989

The maturation effect [46] of the research subjects, i.e., the experts, can lead to bias if the 990

interviewees are already familiar with the models or results being presented to them. To 991

ensure that our research results were balanced on two levels of knowledge, two out of five 992

experts were already familiar with the PRSM model and the topic of software sustainability; 993

the remaining three experts were not familiar with either. 994

Conclusion Validity 995

Conclusion validity concerns the question of whether the conclusions derived were 996

misinterpreted [46]. In our qualitative study, there could have been a risk that we or the 997

respondents themselves could have drawn the wrong conclusions during the interviews. 998

Potential issues may arise in the interview implementation as well as in their execution. To 999

mitigate the reliability of treatment delivery [46] our interview sessions followed a predefined 1000

interview design that was cross-validated by the authors of this study. This ensured an 1001

identical interview process for all experts. However, since all experts belonged to the same 1002

organisation, we cannot rule out that respondents drew their conclusions in the best interest 1003

of the company and with less generalizable intent. 1004

Internal Validity 1005

Internal validity refers to the implicit assumption the independent variable is generally 1006

applicable and not driven by its context [46]. In our study, the process pipeline can be 1007

considered as the independent variable. Therefore, it should be emphasized that the process 1008

obtained is the result of conducting a single-case study and therefore cannot be declared as 1009

universally valid. The results are solely determined by the selected case, the corresponding 1010

principles and the associated experts. However, this single-case study was necessary 1011

to derive and propose this novel process pipeline in the first place. To mitigate risks 1012

related to this threat we rely on data triangulation and multiple data collection methods: 1013

we used evidence from (i) real-world documents like the ADD and the Schiphol IT & 1014

Data Strategy, (ii) related academic literature, (iii) quantitative data in form of real-world 1015

measurements, (iv) qualitative data from multiple expert interviews. The results were 1016

validated by conducting a focus group of experts with diverse professional backgrounds 1017

and an average of 22.4 years of industry experience. Nevertheless, to fully mitigate risks, 1018

the developed process should be applied in field studies. 1019

Construct Validity 1020

Construct validity concerns the extend to which the measures taken actually corre- 1021

spond to the intended concept [30]. Such concerns could arise during the interviews and are 1022

classified as social threats [46]. To mitigate these threats, first, the intermediate results were 1023

always presented to the experts and were part of the interviews to provide an additional 1024
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validation of already obtained data; second, the final results were evaluated together by all 1025

interviewees during the focus group. The focus group ensures that the results obtained by 1026

one interviewee were also cross validated. 1027

Reliability 1028

We ensured reliability by designing a study geared towards providing replicable 1029

results [30]. Since our case study was conducted in the context of the aviation sector, not 1030

all raw data can be disclosed. In particular, safety and security-relevant data must be 1031

omitted. Nevertheless, we provide an online replication package including all the necessary 1032

resources to make our study transparent (e.g., case study protocol, interview structures, 1033

intermediate results, and source code utilized). 1034

8. Related Work 1035

As in Section 2.3 described, our research builds on the work provided by Gupta et al. 1036

[17]. The main focus of Gupta et al. [17] is the sustainability analysis to map architecture 1037

principles on all four dimensions of sustainability by using the PRSM model. We extended 1038

the PRSM model to the PRSM+T model with related measurement tools. Additionally, we 1039

have analyzed a real-world software solution based on the PRSM(+T) model for the first 1040

time. To fill out such PRSM(+T) models in a common structure, we (i) first developed a 1041

process pipeline, (ii) then applied the pipeline in practice, and (iii) finally evaluated it with 1042

practitioners. Next to this fundamental groundwork from Gupta et al. [17], other research 1043

can be identified as related work and are discussed below. 1044

Considering the evaluation of sustainability aspects in industry, a number of scholars 1045

have studied the role of sustainability in industry and attempted to integrate sustainability 1046

into a business strategy [47–50]. Chai [50] introduced the Sustainability Balanced Scorecard 1047

(SBSC) by extending the Balanced Scorecard (BSC) [48] through three sustainability pillars, 1048

i.e., (i) economic, (ii) social, and (iii) environmental. Similar to the PRSM model [17] and our 1049

proposed PRMS+T model, the SBSC framework offers a multidimensional view of business 1050

performance by linking performance measures to goals. Hristov and Chirico [47] reused the 1051

SBSC model and proposed KPIs as suitable and quantifiable measures, to address and keep 1052

track of sustainability aspects. The authors also consider the selection process of appropriate 1053

sustainability metrics as one of the key problems in realizing sustainable systems. In 1054

contrast to the work of Chai [50] and Hristov and Chirico [47], in our research we also 1055

include the fourth dimension of technical sustainability and thus a relation to software 1056

concerns. Moreover, we overcome the problem of selecting appropriate sustainability 1057

metrics by providing a process to map sustainability KPIs to a real-world software solution 1058

using the PRSM+T model. 1059

As IT and software are becoming ubiquitous in modern enterprises [12], the considera- 1060

tion of sustainability in software is gaining traction. Substantial research attention has been 1061

devoted seeking a definition of the term sustainable software itself and its meaning [24,51–54]. 1062

Early studies define sustainability either as the longevity of the software [15,55–57] or focus 1063

on environmental sustainability in terms of energy consumption [16,58–61]. A recent line 1064

of research has established that sustainable software can only be achieved holistically by 1065

addressing multiple dimensions of sustainability [13,20,25,62,63]. Venters et al. [25] empha- 1066

size the existence of dependencies and relationships between the different sustainability 1067

dimensions; potential trade-offs must be considered while developing the system. In 1068

our research, we are aware of such dependencies and consider these relationships in our 1069

proposed process pipeline, using the SAF-Toolkit and its dependency matrix [21]. Saputri 1070

and Lee [63] provide a comprehensive overview of the emerging definitions of software 1071

sustainability and complement the definitions with their limitations in terms of dimensions 1072

and potential metrics. The authors argue that most research only provide a "high-level 1073

abstraction" without concrete metrics and measurements. In contrast, our research provides 1074

metrics and measurements in the form of KPIs derived from a real-world software system 1075

and a process to systematically quantify sustainability. Moreover, we follow the holistic 1076
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concept of sustainability by considering the four sustainability dimensions according to 1077

Lago et al. [13] and explicitly addressing possible interdependencies of these dimensions. 1078

To incorporate sustainability into software several studies have been conducted on 1079

QAs and non-functional requirements [13,16,52,60,64]. Two different viewpoints can be 1080

derived from the recent body of research. While one view defines environmental sustain- 1081

ability as an additional non-functional requirement such as safety or security [64], the other 1082

identifies traditional quality requirements that contribute to sustainability and assigns 1083

these requirements to the sustainability dimensions [13,20]. To support wide industrial 1084

adoption, our research follows the approach from Condori-Fernandez and Lago [20] by 1085

relying on existing software quality models. Even though there is much work on address- 1086

ing sustainability by software, there is limited research investigating actual measurement 1087

methodologies regarding software sustainability. While most of the work focus on the 1088

environmental dimension by quantifying the energy consumption of software [16,58,65,66], 1089

or focus on the technical dimension by using code metrics [14,55,67], less work have sought 1090

to capture sustainability on multiple dimensions [17,63]. The approach of Saputri and Lee 1091

[63] uses machine learning methods to assess sustainability criteria based on software code. 1092

Although the authors focus on three sustainability dimensions, i.e., economic, social, and 1093

environmental, the analysis is limited to actual software implementation rather than soft- 1094

ware architecture. We aim to close the gap of sustainability QAs on software architecture 1095

by using a software quality model, i.e., the SAF-Toolkit by Condori-Fernandez et al. [19], 1096

mapping KPIs on quality attributes and therefore consider all dimensions of sustainability 1097

regarding software architecture. 1098

From the aforementioned number of studies, we can observe that an increasing atten- 1099

tion is dedicated addressing sustainability aspects in software. However, in the current 1100

body of literature, only few studies investigate software sustainability from a software 1101

architecture viewpoint. Venters et al. [25] provide a comprehensive overview of available 1102

perspectives and terminologies on software architecture and sustainability, as well as a 1103

roadmap of recent research topics for sustainable software architecture. The authors, how- 1104

ever, put the emphasis of their work on design decisions focusing on longevity. A number 1105

of other scholars have also focused on technical sustainability solely by discussing archi- 1106

tecture longevity [15,55,56,68] and technical debt [56,69]. Ojameruaye et al. [57] proposed 1107

a method suitable evaluating technical and economic sustainability in software architec- 1108

tures. The authors seek to quantify sustainability dept of architecture design decisions. 1109

Nevertheless, the environmental and social dimension remain hidden. To support the 1110

design process towards holistic sustainability, Lago [27] provides decision maps to frame 1111

concerns considering all four sustainability dimension. In our study, we reused this concept 1112

of decision maps as part of our proposed process pipeline to map architecture principles 1113

on sustainability. 1114

In this paper, we aim to overcome certain limitations of previous studies by: (i) taking 1115

a holistic view on sustainability; (ii) focusing on software architecture; (iii) quantifying 1116

sustainability QAs; and (iv) applying our research in an industrial context. Based on the 1117

groundwork of Gupta et al. [17] we aim at contributing towards a sustainable development 1118

in the context of software architecture by addressing sustainability holistically, i.e., technical, 1119

economic, social, and environmental sustainability. Focusing on architecture principles 1120

allow architects to address and integrate sustainability on all different business layers. We 1121

use the notion of KPIs to quantify sustainability QA, opening up the feasibility of monitor- 1122

ing architecture principles over time. Our approach can be—and is already—embedded 1123

and applied in an industrial context supporting architects with necessary insights in their 1124

sustainability decisions. 1125

9. Conclusion 1126

To summarize our work and draw conclusions, we map our results onto the research 1127

questions as defined in Section 3. We close this paper by providing future directions for 1128

research. 1129
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RQ - How can KPIs of software architecture principles be operationalized and measured 1130

concerning sustainability? 1131

To answer this research question, a single case study in the context of the Schiphol 1132

Group was conducted. Six different cases were considered and the datahub platform PCS 1133

was selected for this research. The general PRSM model can be used as a tool-agnostic model 1134

by researchers or on a strategic level to analyze architecture principles of sustainability. The 1135

extended PRSM+T model can be used as tool dependent model by practitioners or on an 1136

operational level to monitor KPIs with concrete tools. The proposed process can be used by 1137

both practitioners and researchers. Practitioners outside the Schiphol Group can apply the 1138

process by integrating the PRSM(+T) model into the architecting process and combining 1139

it with existing techniques. Even if an organization does not yet have elaborated KPIs, it 1140

can take our proposed KPIs as a starting point and use the process to develop own KPIs. 1141

Researchers can use the process as a reference to build upon or substitute certain steps with 1142

future work. 1143

RQ1 - What tools are accessible to measure sustainability KPIs for software solutions 1144

within a given organisation? 1145

The KPIs and the tools were developed in a real-world environment. Therefore, the 1146

KPIs were measured with tools that are actually available at the Schiphol Group. As there 1147

is no universally valid tool that can monitor all KPIs by default, a set of tools was defined 1148

that can be used as a starting point by practitioners beyond case and organisational bound- 1149

aries. In total, seven tools have been defined. The tools also support inter-dimensional 1150

measurements across the four sustainability dimensions. We can also conclude that existing 1151

tools in an organization should be reused to minimize the number of different data sources. 1152

Enterprise logging tools such as Splunk, for example, are useful for measuring multiple 1153

KPIs simultaneously. Therefore, centralized logging capabilities should be preferred. 1154

RQ2 - To what extent can the sustainability KPIs be monitored in an automatic way? 1155

To answer this sub-question, all tools considered were analyzed according to their 1156

ability for automation. Most tools (six out of seven) support either full automation or 1157

semi-automation. Only surveys cannot be automated because of manual steps required. 1158

Nonetheless, surveys also have substantial value for monitoring sustainability as this 1159

research has shown: they are a key tool for the social dimension. Only by conducting 1160

surveys can the stakeholders’ experience be measured. 1161

Spider charts were used to monitor and visualize KPIs continuously. For each PRSM+T 1162

model, i.e., architecture principle, one spider chart was created. Spider charts offer the 1163

ability to compare the impact of architecture principles over time and visualize all related 1164

KPIs in one plot. By applying normalization to the measurements, combined spider charts 1165

can be created that offer the ability to compare multiple architecture principles on all four 1166

sustainability dimensions for an entire software solution. While the normalized version 1167

can be used on the strategic level, the zoomed-in version offers a detailed view for the 1168

operational level. 1169

9.1. Future Work 1170

Our study was concerned facilitating an integrated monitoring process. A follow- 1171

up long-term study can use our solution to monitor and evaluate the KPIs over a long 1172

period. Such long-term study could be conducted on the PCS solution in production. The 1173

live environment would make it possible to implement all KPIs and tools as proposed 1174

deriving further insights. Derived data could help to explore specific relationships between 1175

particular architecture principles and certain sustainability dimensions by employing 1176

statistical significance tests. 1177

Future research could also engage in presenting the proposed process to a wider and 1178

more diverse audience to assess its usability and generalizability. Potential improvements 1179

could be derived to integrate the pipeline even more in the daily architecting process. 1180
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A further extension of the present study could consider the implementation of the 1181

ISO/IEC 2502n - Quality Measurement Division [70]. This standard contains definitions and 1182

guidelines for elements of quality measurement. The close relationship to the ISO/IEC 1183

2501n quality model used by our study would provide the opportunity to also define the 1184

measurement elements according to a well-known standard. 1185

The list of measurement tools and the assignment on the sustainability dimensions 1186

could serve as the basis for a follow-up study. The purpose would be to derive general 1187

characteristics of tools for measuring software sustainability. The follow-up study could 1188

examine the characteristics and properties of state-of-the-art tools, classify them, and 1189

suggest ways to support sustainability. 1190

As already envisioned in this study, spider charts can be used to derive further 1191

insights into the actual sustainability impact by calculating the area of the spider polygon. 1192

By examining the area it would be possible to draw further conclusions, such as the inter- 1193

dependencies between the sustainability dimensions and their KPIs. The answer to the 1194

question of the effective sustainability impact would still need to be investigated. 1195
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Appendix A. Interviews 1213

Table A1. Questions for interviews in research Phase I.

Goal: Defining the driving architecture principle(s) for a certain part of the PCS solution.
IQ1.1 What architecture tiers would you define to structure the PCS solution?
IQ1.2 Would you confirm that the following pillars represent the major components of the PCS

solution sufficiently?
IQ1.3 Would you add/change certain pillars?
IQ1.4 What are the responsibilities and duties of the column for which you are in charge?
IQ1.5 Which main stakeholder(s) are involved/addressed by this tier?
IQ1.6 Which ETO building-blocks and/or cloud solutions (Saas/PaaS/etc.) are used for the

implementation of this tier, and why?
IQ1.7 What architecture principle(s) would you define as driving architecture principle(s) for this

specific tier? And why?
IQ1.8 Which sustainability quality attribute(s) would you select as the driving attribute(s) for the

prior selected architecture principle?
IQ1.9 For each selected sustainability quality attribute, can you define KPIs to track its impact in

the context of the PCS solution?
IQ1.10 The KPI mentioned, how can they be measured (tools; automated; manual; surveys; etc..)?

1214

Table A2. Questions for interviews in research Phase II.

Goal: Defining applicable KPIs, metrics, and measurement tools to a certain architecture principle.
IQ2.1 Do you agree with the selected architecture tiers defined during the first interview session?
IQ2.2 Do you agree with the selected architecture principles selected during the first interview

session?
IQ2.3 Do you agree with the selected sustainability quality attributes selected during the first

interview session?
IQ2.4 Do you agree with the revised and selected as driving sustainability quality attributes after

using decision maps? Would you choose different?
IQ2.5 What KPIs and metrics can you think of to measure these particular quality attributes?
IQ2.6 Are you aware of the Schiphol IT & Data Strategy 2021-2023?
IQ2.7 (IQ2.6 answered with yes) What Schiphol goal, metric, KPI is suitable to measure these

particular quality attributes? Can you think of alternatives?
IQ2.8 (IQ2.6 answered with no) Do you think that the selected Schiphol goal; metric; KPI is

suitable to measure these particular quality attributes? Can you think of alternatives?
IQ2.9 Which measurement tools would you suggest to use to measure these particular quality

attributes?
IQ2.10 What do you think about this pre-selected measurement tools?
IQ2.11 Do you have final remarks about the just created PRSM+T model for the selected

architecture principle?

1215
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Table A3. Questions for focus group in research Phase III.

Goal: Evaluating the final PRSM+T models with their measurements and their spider charts as tool
to visualize sustainability.

For each group of PRSM+T and computed spider chart:
IQ3.1 Is the final PRSM+T model well defined (mapping of the architecture principle to the

sustainability quality attributes, the KPIs, metrics, and measurement tools)?
IQ3.2 Can you confirm the relation to the spider chart?
IQ3.3 What does the data (i.e., spider chart) mean to you?
IQ3.4 Do you see potential problems in using or understanding the model and the spider chart?

Regarding the normalized spider chart based on randomized data:
IQ4.1 What are the advantages and potential problems in using or understanding the normalized

spider chart?

1216

Appendix B. Schiphol IT & Data Strategy 2021-2023 – Goals 1217

Table A4. Utilized Schiphol IT & Data Strategy 2021 - 2023 goals for mapping the specific KPIs.

Focus on Business Value
ASM4 - Robust Organization. Improve the focus of the customers to increase the business value.

Solid Foundation
DAI3 - Data & AI Governance. Enable data governance to ensure appropriate data quality, lineage,

as well as compliance with GDPR and ethical principles.
ETO1 - Realize enabling technology outlook. Transform the basic technology landscape into

standardized building blocks to assure reusable components.
ETO2 - Reliable Delivery. Ensure a reliable transition to cloud applications to deliver continuity

and automated processes.

Efficient IT & Data management
CIO1 - Safe & Secure. Set cyber security standards to reduce the risk of cyber security threats.
PR2 - Increase efficiency. Increase efficiency to reduce cost.

1218
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Appendix C. SQ Model 1219

Table A5. SQ model - PCS Messaging Portal.

ISO/IEC 25010 Quality Model Sustainability Dimension
Characteristics Attributes Technical Environmental Economic Social

Modifiability

SaaS solutions can not
be easily modified due
to the provider depen-
dencies. Modifications
might be not possible
due to provider restric-
tions.

The SaaS provider
takes care of the
modification, hence
custom modifica-
tions might be either
not possible at all or
expensive.

Reusability

SaaS solutions can be
reused by more than
one system, even over
customers and can be
part of other software
solutions. Resources at
the provider side can
be shared.

If SaaS compo-
nents can be reused
across software
solutions, costs can
be reduced.

Maintainability
Serviceability

LCM for SaaS solu-
tions is handled by
the provider, hence,
less support employ-
ees are necessary. Sys-
tem has attributes that
make it easy to main-
tain beyond the soft-
ware development cy-
cle. It continues even
when the software is no
longer used.

Context coverage Flexibility

SaaS solutions can be
used in contexts be-
yond the PCS solution.
SaaS solutions have the
ability to match with
business needs as they
flow [71].

Availability

System, i.e. the SaaS
solution needs to be
highly available. If not,
delays in the Cargo
process can occur,
leading to flight delays
and thus enormous
economical costs.

If the system is not
available, the users and
customers do not trust
and do not use the soft-
ware solution.

Reliability Fault tolerance

Even in case of soft-
ware or hardware
faults on the provider
side, the SaaS solution
would/should operate
as usual due to redun-
dancy on the provider
side.

Accessibility Accessibility

SaaS solutions are us-
able by users with dif-
ferent disabilities [71].
This leads to access
by many different user
groups and with many
different devices. In
addition, the access to
SaaS solutions are eas-
ier which decreases the
barriers to the service.
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